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is already in the database (or follows from it) and there is no need to act. 1Things get more complex if light-on does not follow from the current database,and they get even harder if light-on contradicts it. In early database systemsit had been considered that the new data should be systematically rejected inthe latter case. Such a trivial TELL-function is unsatisfactory in most appli-cations. Other approaches such as the introduction of so-called `null values' inrelational databases turned out to be problematic as well (cf. the discussionin [38, section 1.1]). 21.1 What changes? - updates vs. revisionsSeveral authors coming from the database �eld such as Winslett, Katsuno,Mendelzon, Satoh and Grahne have linked the problematics of database up-dating to that of belief change as studied by philosophers in the �eld of formalepistemology. There, what is studied are operations � mapping a current be-lief base B and an input A to a new belief base B � A. (We shall henceforthsynonymously use the terms database and belief base.)Alchourr�on, G�ardenfors and Makinson had established in the eighties a set ofrationality postulates that every reasonable belief revision operation shouldsatisfy (the AGM postulates), and had proved characterization theorems.It has been claimed that there is the following fundamental semantical di�er-ence between update operations and AGM revision operations.� if the input does not correspond to a change in the real state of a�airs thenthe belief base should be revised : change takes place only at the knowledgelevel, i.e. within the beliefs that are held about a �xed real state of a�airs;� if the input mirrors changes in the real state of a�airs then the belief baseshould be updated.The di�erence between these two operations has been pointed out �rst in [25],and has been taken up in [24]. In the case of an update, when the belief base isnoti�ed of a change occurring in the real state of a�airs by a TELL-operation,the description of the possible states of a�airs must be modi�ed accordingly.The classical explanation as given in [18] is as follows.1 Note nevertheless that we might want to strengthen the degree of certainty (degreeof belief, acceptance, . . . ) of the piece of data light-on.2 There is another function dual to TELLwhich has been discussed in the literature,that is called erasure or contraction, which retracts data from the database. We shallnot treat it in this paper, one of the reasons being that it can be de�ned from theTELL-function via the so-called Harper identity [16,24].2



Since we are con�ned to our set of possibilities, we must make the changecome true in all of our candidate worlds. Semantically, we change each ofthe possible worlds `as little as possible' in order to make the new state ofa�airs hold. Our new syntactic description of the worlds of interest shouldnow correctly reect the outcome of this set of changes. The function thatmaps the old description to the new is called an update.Katsuno and Mendelzon have based such a notion of minimal change on order-ings of closeness (or similarity) between possible worlds, in much the same wayas it has been done by Lewis in conditional logics [28]. Paralleling the AGMpostulates, Katsuno and Mendelzon have then characterized these models bya set of postulates that every reasonable belief update operation should satisfy(the KM postulates).It can be shown [21, Theorem 22, p.218] that update operations are not onlydi�erent from AGM-revision operations, but even incompatible with them (inthe sense that there is no operation that satis�es both the AGM and the KMpostulates). Given that incompatibility, what remains is a practical problem:in a given situation, which change operation should we choose? Things areclear in the case e.g. of fault diagnosis or detective stories, where the realworld usually does not evolve any more: a murder or a fault in a circuit hasoccurred, and the detective revises his beliefs in the light of new informationabout that �xed picture. But in a lot of cases we ignore whether the inputcorresponds to an event in the real world or not.It has been proposed e.g. in [8,24] to view incoming information as time-stamped: the current belief base being labelled with t, when a belief labelled t0comes in then we choose revision if t = t0, and update else. In fact this amountsto explicitly say \revise" or \update". But in everyday situations (as well ase.g. in robotics) we might hesitate over the choice of the change operation,and we cannot presuppose that incoming information is time-stamped.1.2 What is minimal change?The KM postulates give us the abstract properties of update operations w.r.t.the logical and metalogical operators of classical logic. One might expect thatthe set of postulates characterizes one single update operation: the `right'one. 3 Is this the case, i.e. is there a unique operation such that for everydescription of the world and input computes the correct resulting belief base?First of all, we note that if such a � exists then our description of the world3 Compare this to the case of the deduction relation for classical logic: Gentzen'srules can be viewed as describing the interplay between the deduction relation `and the Boolean connectives, and they are su�cient to characterize a unique `.3



should not only contain the current belief base, but also something like a setof laws governing the world.The answer is negative: the class of update operations admitted by the KM-postulates is not a singleton. (Worse, it contains the trivial update operationwhich retains the input (and destroys the belief base) when it does not followfrom the belief base.) Semantically, this corresponds to the fact that thereis more than one ordering of closeness between possible worlds. In the caseof conditionals, Lewis [28, p. 94-95] has stressed that this had been donedeliberately, and that there are no context-independent closeness criteria. Hepredicts failure of \any humanly possible attempt at a precise de�nition ofcomparative similarity of worlds. Not only would we go wrong by giving aprecise analysis of an imprecise concept; our precise concept would not fallwithin { or even near { the permissible range of variation of the ordinaryconcept." In the case of AGM revision, G�ardenfors [17, p. 11] remarks that\the postulates : : : do not uniquely characterise the revision in terms of onlythe database and the input. This is, however, as it should be. I believe it wouldbe a mistake to expect that only logical properties are su�cient to characterisethe revision process."Lewis and G�ardenfors probably have in mind that we are not able to appro-priately handle the description of the the world, and in particular the lawsgoverning the world. Following Goodman, Lewis [28, p. 73] discusses the fol-lowing solution: \whenever the laws prevailing at i are violated at a world kbut not at a world j, j is closer than k to i." In other words, we should look forthe closest worlds among those not violating the laws. This is a solution whichhas been widely used in arti�cial intelligence in order to implement integrityconstraints, which are nothing else than non-logical laws. 4Lewis rejects such a solution because he thinks that laws should be defeasible.While such a position is satisfactory from the philosophical point of view, it isunsatisfactory for people in the database �eld and in AI, who are looking forexplicit constructions such as algorithms or procedures. Fortunately, in manycomputer science applications the integrity constraints can be considered tobe undefeasible, and Lewis' criticism does not apply.1.3 How can we compare update operations?In the AI literature several concrete, unique update operations have beenproposed. They have been criticized, usually by means of counterexamples,leading to alternative approaches, and so on.4 But such a solution has been criticized as well, as discussed in Section 7.4



The di�erent approaches as well as their criticisms are based on several hy-potheses, which are more or less explicitly stated in the literature:(1) A belief base describes what is believed by an agent about the `real stateof a�airs' (or `the actual world'). This description consists of a set ofpropositional formulas.(2) The agent entertaining the belief base has sensors permitting him toacquire information about facts of the actual world. Such informationconsists of propositional logic formulas.(3) The agent supposes that the input information describes an event thathas happened in the actual world.(4) The agent changes his beliefs in the belief base in such a way that thelatter sticks as close as possible to what he believes to know about theactual world.(5) The agent does not always know whether sensing is noisy or not, andwhether there is misperception or not.Now, our question is: how can we compare these operations, and how can weevaluate them w.r.t. both the KM postulates and other important require-ments, such as the correct handling of integrity constraints? There are severalways to do this.� One can study the computational properties of the update operations, inparticular their theoretical complexity (complexity of the decision problem).This will be done in Section 3, where we present the operations that westudy.� One can compare their strength. We consider that an operation �1 is strongerthan �2 if for every belief base the set of possible worlds obtained by up-dating with �1 contains those obtained with �2.We shall give such an ordering of strength in Section 4.� One can evaluate the competing update operations with respect to the KM-postulates.We shall do that in Section 5. It will turn out that the majority violatesmost of the postulates. Based on our hypotheses, we shall argue that allviolated postulates are undesirable except one.� One can postulate other properties that update operations should satisfy,and then evaluate the update operations w.r.t. them.We shall examine in Section 6 a negative requirement that has been inves-tigated extensively in the literature, viz. that disjunctive input should notbe identi�ed with the exclusive disjunction. We argue that this is desirable,giving further support to the rejection of some postulates.� One can study how the di�erent approaches accommodate with general lawsgoverning the world, alias integrity constraints.This will be done in Section 7. Here the comparison is done by examples.It turns out that only two approaches can handle these examples correctly.5



But �rst of all we recall some more or less standard classical logic notions andnotations (Section 2). In the end we shall mention some other approaches toupdates (Section 8).2 PreliminariesThe language is built from a possibly in�nite set of atoms ATM = fp; q; r; :::gwith the classical connectives ^;_;:;?;>. L;L1; : : : denote literals, LIT isthe set of all literals. c; c1; : : : denotes clauses, i.e. disjunctions of literals.A;B;C; : : : denote formulas. We confuse belief bases (that are �nite sets) withthe conjunction of their elements. As far as possible we shall use B;B1; : : : forbelief bases, and A;A1; : : : for inputs (formulas to be added).We stipulate that : binds stronger than ^ and _, which bind stronger thanthe other connectives. We denote by atm(A) the set of atoms appearing in theformula A. For example atm(p ^ (p _ q)) = fp; qg, atm(?) = atm(>) = ;.An atom p occurring in A is redundant if there is an equivalent formula A0where p does not occur. Hence p's truth value does not a�ect the truth valueof A. For example p is redundant in q ^ (q _ p). In order to establish that anatom is redundant one can use the following fact.Fact 1 An atom p is redundant in a formula A i� A[p := >]$ A[p := ?].Fact 2 To check redundancy of an atom is a coNP-complete problem.Fact 1 shows us that it is in coNP. The other way round, we can polynomiallytransform the problem of theoremhood of a formula A in the propositionalcalculus into that of the redundancy of p in A[p1np] ^ : : : ^ A[pnnp], whereatm(A) = fp1; : : : ; png and p 62 atm(A).Fact 1 can be turned into an algorithm to get rid of redundant atoms. We noteA# the formula obtained by eliminating of all redundant atoms. For example(q ^ (q _ p))# = q, (p _ :p)# = >, ((p ^ :p) ^ q)# = ?.A clause c is an implicate of A i� A ! c. An implicate c is prime i� for allimplicates c0 of A such that c0 ! c we have c! c0. A set D of prime implicatesis a covering of A i� for every clause c such that A! c there is c0 2 D suchthat c0 ! c.Fact 3 If D is a covering set of prime implicates of A then D $ A andatm(D) = atm(A#).Another name for a covering set of prime implicates is Blake canonical form6



[3]. Note that there may be several sets of prime implicates covering a givenformula.Fact 3 can also be used to get rid of redundant atoms (this has been proposedby [9]). Nevertheless, the number of prime implicates can be exponential inthe length of the original formula. Therefore the algorithm based on Fact 1 ispreferable.Interpretations are sets of atoms. We shall often represent an interpretationby a maximally consistent set of literals. 2ATM is the set of all interpretations(which might be viewed as possible worlds). Given a formula A, we note [[A]]the set of interpretations where A is true. A is valid if [[A]] = 2ATM.The notion of distance between interpretations is a central device in updateoperations. The distance between w and v is the set of atoms whose truthvalue di�ers: DIST (w; v) = (w n v) [ (v n w)= fp : w 2 [[p]] and v 62 [[p]]g [ fp : w 62 [[p]] and v 2 [[p]]gFor example suppose ATM = fp; q; rg; w = fp; q;:rg and v = fp;:q; rg.Then DIST (w; v) = fq; rg.3 Proposals for update operationsIn this section, we present the proposals for concrete update operations thatcan be found in the literature that are not explicitly ordering-based.Formally, an update operation is a function (noted �) mapping a belief baseB and an input A to a new belief base B � A. According to the explanationof updates in section 1.1, belief bases should be updated world by world.Therefore, let w 2 [[B]], and let w � A be the set of interpretations resultingfrom the update of w by A. Then the models of B �A should be the collectionof updates of each model of B by A. Formally, we should have[[B �A]] = [w2[[B]]w �A:Each operation is thus de�ned by associating to an interpretation and aninput a set of interpretations. Basically there are two families of approaches.The �rst one works by minimizing distances between worlds, while the secondconstrains distances to be in some set of exceptions computed from the input.7



We set the following parenthesis conventions: : binds stronger than �, whichbinds stronger than the others (although � is not in the object language).3.1 PMA: minimal changeThe Possible Models Approach (PMA), was introduced by Winslett in [37] inthe context of reasoning about action and change. It is based on minimizationof the distance DIST between interpretations.Let A be the formula representing the incoming information (the input). Thenthe update of w by [[A]] is de�ned as:w �pma [[A]] = fu 2 [[A]] : 8u0 2 [[A]]; DIST (w; u0) 6� DIST (w; u)g:In other terms, the set w �pma [[A]] contains all those elements of [[A]] that areminimal w.r.t. the closeness ordering �w, where �w is de�ned byu �w v i� DIST (w; u) � DIST (w; v):Every �w is a partial pre-order over interpretations.Example 4 For w = f:p;:qg and A = p _ q, we get [[A]] = ffp; qg; f:p; qg,fp;:qgg, DIST (w; fp; qg) = fp; qg, DIST (w; f:p; qg) = fqg and DIST (w;fp;:qg) = fpg. Thus the models of A which are minimal for distance set in-clusion are ff:p; qg; fp;:qgg. Hence we get w�pma [[p _ q]] = ff:p; qg; fp;:qgg.The computational complexity of the PMA is �p2-complete [11].3.2 FORBUS: numeric minimal changeThe operation proposed by Forbus in [15] is stronger than the PMA. It isthe update counterpart of Dalal's semantics for belief revision [5]. There, thesemantical update operation is de�ned not from the distance between inter-pretations DIST (w; u), but from its cardinality card(DIST (w; u)):w �Forbus [[A]] = fu 2 [[A]]; 8v 2 [[A]] :card(DIST (w; u)) � card(DIST (w; v))g:The resulting set of interpretations contains those models of A that are mini-mal w.r.t. the closeness ordering �w, where �w is de�ned byu �w v i� card(DIST (w; u)) � card(DIST (w; v))g:8



Every �w is a total pre-order over interpretations.On Example 4, Forbus' operation behaves just as the PMA.Example 5 Let w = f:p;:q;:rg and A be (p _ q) ^ (p _ r) ^ (q _ :r).Hence [[A]] = ffp;:q;:rg; f:p; q; rg; fp; q; rg, fp; q;:rgg. The cardinalities ofthe distances between w and the models of A are respectively (1,2,3,2). Thenwe get w �Forbus [[A]] = ffp;:q;:rgg.This illustrates that FORBUS is di�erent from the PMA.The computational complexity of FORBUS is �p2-complete [11].3.3 MCD: going beyond the PMABoth PMA and FORBUS have been criticized for their handling of disjunctiveinput. It has been argued that input such as p_ q in Example 4 is interpretedas if it was an exclusive disjunction p � q (see Section 6). Motivated by that,Minimal Change with Maximal Disjunctive inclusion (MCD), was introducedby Zhang and Foo in [39]. We give a reformulation which is more appropriatefor our purposes, and which illustrates how MCD is built on top of the PMA.Let U be the set of models of the input A, and let w be some interpretation.Let V = w �pmaU be the set of models resulting from PMA-updating w with U ,and let S = 2V . For s 2 S, the 'cone' C(s) is the set of those interpretationsin U that are beyond all elements of s w.r.t. the PMAcloseness ordering �w:C(s) = fu 2 U : 8v 2 s; v �w ug:The set fC(s) : s 2 Sg is a covering of U : U = [fC(s) : s 2 Sg. The key ideais that PMA-minimization in that set allows to obtain more interpretationsthan w �pma U would give us:w �mcd U = [s2Sw �pma C(s):Example 6 Let w = f:p;:qg and let A be p _ q, we have V = w �pma[[p _ q]] = fw1; w2g, where w1 = fp;:qg and w2 = f:p; qg. Second, S =f;; fw1g; fw2g; fw1; w2gg. We construct C(;) = fw1; w2; fp; qgg, C(fw1g) =fw1; fp; qgg, C(fw2g) = fw2; fp; qgg, and C(fw1; w2g) = ffp; qgg.Finally w �mcd [[p _ q]] = w �pma fw1; w2; fp; qgg [ w �pma fw1; fp; qgg [ w �pmafw2; fp; qgg[w�pmaffp; qgg = fw1; w2g[fw1g[fw2g[fp; qg = fw1; w2g[fp; qg:Together with Example 4 this illustrates thatMCD is di�erent from the PMA.9



The computational complexity of MCD is �p2 complete [29].3.4 MCD*: iterating MCDIn [22] it has been shown that MCD fails to capture the intuitions that havebeen put forward in [39] (see Section 6), and an iterative version MCD* ofMCD is introduced as a correction for MCD. It behaves as MCD if for everysubset of the set w�pmaU there is only one model of the input which is minimallybeyond all its elements. This means that w �pma C(s) is a singleton for alls � w�pmaU . When there are two or more, contrarily toMCD,MCD* continuesto look for interpretations which are beyond, and so on.Formally, let U be the set of models of the input A, VU = w �pma U , SU = 2VU ,and CU(s) the subset of U de�ned as before (i.e. CU(s) = fu 2 U : 8v 2s; v �w ug). We use here a notation di�erent from the above (i.e. we index Sand C by U) because inputs are not the same at each step of our inductivede�nition. Then we de�ne �mcd* recursively as the smallest set such that:w �mcd* U = 8><>:w �pma U if card(w �pma U) � 1Ss2SU w �mcd* CU (s) otherwiseExample 7 Let w = f:p;:q;:r;:tg, U = [[(p _ q) ^ ((p ^ q)! (r _ t))]].First w �pma U = fw1; w2g with w1 = fp;:q;:r;:tg and w2 = f:p; q;:r;:tg.Second, we construct CU (s) for every s 2 SU = f;; fw1g; fw2g; fw1; w2gg.U1 = CU(fw1g) = fw1; : : :g, U2 = CU (fw2g) = fw2; : : :g, and U3 =CU(fw1; w2g) = fw3; w4; w5g, where w3 = fp; q; r;:tg, w4 = fp; q;:r; tg, andw5 = fp; q; r; tg. Now we compute VU1 = fw1g, VU2 = fw2g, and VU3 =fw3; w4g. Again, we construct the sets U31 = fw3; : : :g, U32 = fw4; : : :g, andU33 = fw5g. Then VU31 = fw3g, VU32 = fw4g and VU33 = fw5g. Finally,w �mcd* U = w �mcd* U1 [ w �mcd* U2 [ w �mcd* U3where w �mcd* U1 = VU1 = fw1g, w �mcd* U2 = VU2 = fw2g, and w �mcd* U3 =w �mcd* U31 [ w �mcd* U32 [ w �mcd* U33. And w �mcd* U31 = VU31 = fw3g,w �mcd* U32 = VU32 = fw4g and w �mcd* U33 = VU33 = fw5g. Hencew �mcd* U = fw1; w2; w3; w4; w5gNote that w �mcd U = fw1; w2; w3; w4g.This illustrates that MCD* is di�erent from MCD.10



We conjecture that MCD* is PSPACE-complete. (We were not able to �nd aproof, which seems to be involved.)3.5 WSS: minimal change with exceptionsWinslett's standard semantics (WSS ) [38] has received only little attention un-til recently. It was intended to be the weakest operation deserving the name ofupdate. It is attractive because its de�nition is simple, and because it handlesdisjunctions correctly.w �wssA is the set of those models of A which preserve the truth value of atomsnot occurring in A. Formally:w �wss A = fu 2 [[A]] : DIST (w; u) � atm(A)gExample 8 Let w = f:p;:q;:rg. Then w �wss p _ q = [[(p _ q) ^ :r]]. Andw �wss p _ :p = [[:q ^ :r]]. The last example illustrates that WSS is sensitiveto syntax: although p _ :p is logically equivalent to >, we have w �wss > 6=w �wss p _ :p.WSS is coNP-complete [29].3.6 WSS#: making WSS syntax-insensitiveIn fact WSS is syntax-sensitive in the input only, in the sense that the elimi-nation of redundant input atoms changes the result of the update. Thereforeit is interesting to combineWSS with preprocessing of the input to eliminateredundant atoms.This has been proposed in [22]. Noting WSS# the resulting operation we havew �wss# A = w �wss A#We shall show that this is equivalent to Hegner's semantics for updates [19].Hegner's original presentation is much more complex. He starts by eliminatingredundant atoms in a di�erent manner. First, he de�nes the following notions:For a formula A, the set of partial models of A, denoted LB(A), (called theliteral base in [19]) is the set fu � LIT such that u is consistent and u 2 [[A]]g.For L 2 LIT , L is irrelevant for A if for every u 2 LB(A); L 2 u implies thatunL 2 LB(A). 5 u is minimal if it contains no irrelevant elements. u 2 LB(A)5 In the original de�nition: if for every u 2 LB(A), L 2 u implies that both unfLg11



is complete if it is minimal, and for any other minimal v 2 LB(A), u � vimplies that u = v. In fact the set fu 2 LB(A); u is completeg is nothing butthe set of prime implicants of A. Finally, if w is the actual state of the worldthen we get w �Hegner A = [u2LB(A); u is complete insert[u][w]where insert[u][w] = u [ fL 2 w;:L 62 ug.Example 9 Suppose w = f:p;:qg, and the input A is (p^q)_(p^:q). ThenLB(A) = ffpg; fp; qg; fp;:qgg. The only complete set is fpg, and w �HegnerA =insert[fpg] [f:p;:qg] = fp;:qg.Doherty et al. [9] have proposed a similar operation as a generalization of thePMA. It is called the modi�ed PMA (MPMA) and is de�ned as follows:w �mpma A = w �Ppma [[A]]and w �Ppma [[A]] = fu 2 [[A]] : DIST (w; u) � Pgwhere P = atom(A#) is the set of non redundant atoms. 6Example 10 Suppose w = f:p;:qg, and the input A is (p ^ q) _ (p ^ :q).Then P = fpg. DIST (w; fp; qg) 6� fpg, and DIST (w; fp;:qg) � fpg. Thusw �mpma A = fp;:qg.WSS#, HEGNER and MPMA are equivalent.Lemma 11 w �wss# A = w �Hegner APROOF. Suppose that there is no redundant atom in A. Then the set of u 2LB(A) which are complete, is [[A]]. Hence w �HegnerA = [[A]]. And w �wss#A = [[A]].Suppose now that there is one redundant atom p 2 atm(A), then w �wss# A =[[A[p := >] ^ L]] where atm(L) = p and w 2 [[L]]. The u 2 LB(A) such that uis complete, are those partial models of A such that neither p nor :p 2 u andand unf:Lg are also in LB(A).6 To compute P , they propose to compute Blake canonical form of A (cf. Section2). We note in passing that this might cause exponential growth of A, and that itis preferable to use the algorithm derived from Fact 1.12



for all other atoms q of A either q or :q 2 u. Let L be the literal such thatw 2 [[L]] and atm(L) = p, then w �Hegner A = Su2LB(A); u is complete u [ L whichis equal to w �wss# A. 2Lemma 12 w �mpma A = w �wss# APROOF. In the two operations, A is put in normal form without redundantatoms A#. Furthermore, v 2 w �mpmaA is equivalent to DIST (w; v) � P whichis equivalent to v 2 w �wss# A. 2It follows from the complexity of WSS together with Fact 2 that WSS# iscoNP-complete.3.7 MCE: making WSS# conservativeMinimal change with exceptions (MCE ) has also been proposed by Zhangand Foo in [39], based on the same motivation as MCD. MCE has a moresyntactical avour than MCD. Just as in WSS and WSS#, the basic idea isthat some atoms occurring in the input should be exempted fromminimizationof change, i.e. they should not count when distance between interpretations iscomputed. Such a principle being a priori very liberal, it has two restrictions:�rst, redundant input atoms should be eliminated in a preprocessing step,avoiding thus syntax-sensitivity. Second, all those consequences of the inputthat are not already true in the current interpretation w should not be takeninto account. Both restrictions are achieved by computing prime implicates.More formally, suppose that A is the input. Let D be a covering set of primeimplicates of A, and D0 the subset of D which contains all clauses not inferredby w: D0 = fc 2 D : w 62 [[c]]g:Then the set exceptions EXC(A) = atm(D0) is exempted from minimization:w �mceA = fu 2 [[A]] : 8u0 2 [[A]];DIST (w; u0)nEXC(A) 6� DIST (w; u)nEXC(A)g:Note that by Theorem 22 of Section 4 we can simplify:w �mce A = fu 2 [[A]] : DIST (w; u) � EXC(A)g:13



�MCE is the update version of Weber's revision operation [36].Example 13 Suppose w = f:p;:q;:rg, and the input A is (:p_q)^ (p_r).A covering set of prime implicates for A is D = f:p _ q; p_ r; q _ rg. The setD0 is fp _ r; q _ rg. Thus EXC(A) = fp; q; rg. Hence for all models v of theinput, DIST (w; v)nEXC(A) = ;. Then w �mce A = [[A]].MCE is �p2-complete [29].3.8 WSSdep and WSS#dep: enhancing WSS by dependence informationAll the proposals up to now have problems with the handling of integrityconstraints. Motivated by that, Herzig de�nes in [20] a dependence functionbetween atoms in order to correctly handle such constraints. Formally, wesuppose given a dependence function dep mapping atoms to sets of atoms suchthat p 2 dep(p) for all atoms p.Dependence is extended to general formulasby stipulating dep(A) = Sp2atm(A) dep(p).The idea of using dependence information is as follows: suppose p does notdepend on A. Then p should `survive' an update by A: w 2 [[p]] should implyw �wssdep A � [[p]]. On the contrary, if p depends on A then it should a priori beretracted: we neither expectw�wssdepA � [[p]] nor w�wssdepA � [[:p]]. ThenWSSdepis the operation obtained by generalizing the condition DIST (w; u) � atm(A)of WSS to DIST (w; u) � dep(A):w �wssdep A = fu 2 [[A]] : DIST (w; u) � dep(A)gIndeed, if dep(p) = fpg for all atoms p then we obtain the WSS.Example 14 If we have dep(p) = fp; rg then we get f:p;:q;:rg �wssdep p =ffp;:q; rg; fp;:q;:rgg.It is then straightforward to de�ne also WSS#dep by combining WSSdep andinput preprocessing in order to eliminate redundant atoms:w �wss#dep A = w �wssdep A#Liberatore [29] shows that WSSdep is coNP-complete. With fact 2, we deducethat WSS#dep is coNP-complete, too. 14



3.9 MPMA�: enhancing WSS# by causality informationIn a similar but di�erent approach, Doherty et al. [9] used causal connectionsbetween formulas. Formally, there is a relation A � C, where A and C areformulas, respectively referred to as an antecedent and a consequent of thecausal rule. This rule has the following intuitive interpretation:� The formula A! C holds in both the initial and the updated knowledgebase.� If :A held in the initial knowledge base and A holds in the updated one,then there is a cause for C to hold in the updated knowledge base.A causal rule A� C is said to be active w.r.t. a pair of interpretations hw; uii� w 62 [[A]] and u 2 [[A]] i.e. A is false in w and true in u.The set of atoms P is now indexed by interpretations and augmented by atomsoccuring in the consequents of active causal rules. Suppose that A is the inputwithout redundant atoms and CR = fAi � Cig is the set of causal rules,where Ai and Ci are without redundant atoms. ThenP (A;w; u) = atm(A) [[fatm(Ci : Ai � Ci is active w.r.t. hw; uigFinally 7 w �mpma� A = fu 2 [[A]];DIST (w;u)� P (A;w; u)gExample 15 Suppose w = f:p;:q;:rg, the input is p ^ q, and the causalrule is p^ q � r. There are two models of the input: u1 = fp; q;:rg and u2 =fp; q; rg. The causal rule is active w.r.t. u1 and u2. Then Pu1 = Pu2 = fp; q; rg,and DIST (w; u1) � Pu1 and DIST (w; u2) � Pu2 . Hence w �mpma� p ^ q =fu1; u2g.It is straightforward to establish that MPMA� is coNP-complete (assumingthat computing P (A;w; u) is in polynomial time).4 Putting things in orderWhat is the relation between all theses updates operations? We give sometheorems and lemmas to situate each of them w.r.t. the others.7 The original de�nition involves handling of integrity constraints. We have pre-ferred to separate this issue, which is investigate in Section 7.15



Lemma 16 w �Forbus [[A]]� w �pma [[A]] for all w and A, and there are w and Asuch that w �Forbus [[A]] 6= w �pma [[A]].PROOF. Let u 2 w �Forbus A, and suppose now that u 62 w �pma [[A]]. Thenthere exists v 2 w �pma [[A]] such that DIST (w; v) � DIST (w; u). This impliesthat card(DIST (w; v)) < card(DIST (w; u)) which contradicts the hypothe-sis. That PMA and FORBUS are di�erent is shown by Example 5. 2Lemma 17 w �pma [[A]] � w �mcd [[A]] for all w and A, and there are w and Asuch that w �pma [[A]] 6= w �mcd [[A]].PROOF. By de�nition of MCD, and by Example 6. 2Lemma 18 w �mcdA � w �mcd*A for all w and A, and there are w and A suchthat w �mcd A 6= w �mcd* A.PROOF. By de�nition of MCD*, and by Example 7. 2Lemma 19 There are w and A such that w �mce A � w �mcd [[A]] and there arew and A such that w �mcd [[A]]� w �mceA. 8PROOF. In Example 13 given for MCE, the model f:p; q; rg of the input isa model of the base updated under MCE, but it is not under MCD. In thisexample we have therefore w �mcd [[A]] � w �mce A. The other way round, takew = f:p;:q;:rg and [[A]] = ff:p; q;:rg; fp;:q;:rg; fp; q; rgg. Then we getw �mce A = ff:p; q;:rg, fp;:q;:rgg and w �mcd [[A]] = [[A]]. 2Together with Lemma 18, Lemma 19 shows that we cannot compare MCEwith MCD and MCD*. In order to give a relation between PMA and MCE,we give a new update operation based on models which is equivalent to MCE.Lemma 20 If a literal L occurs in a prime implicate of A then there is w 2[[A]] such that w 2 [[L]].PROOF. Suppose that L _ c is a prime implicate of A, where L is a literaland c is a disjunction of literals. Suppose now that 8w 2 [[A]]; w 2 [[:L]], thenA! :L. This implies that A! c. And so L _ c cannot be prime. 28 Contrary to what is said in [39], where it is stated that �MCE and �MCD are thesame operation. 16



Theorem 21 Let PI(A) be a covering set of prime implicates of A. Let C1be the set of clauses of PI(A) true in w, and C2 = PI(A)nC1. Thenw �pma [[C1 [ C2]] = w �pma [[C2]]PROOF. Let L1 _ :::_Ln be a clause of C1, C = C1n(L1 _ :::_Ln)[C2. Wewill prove by induction that w �pma [[(L1 _ ::: _ Ln) [ C]] = w �pma [[C]].From left to right. Let v 2 w �pma [[(L1 _ ::: _ Ln) [ C]]. Suppose that v 62w �pma [[C]] which implies that 9 v0 such that v0 2 w �pma [[C]] and DIST (w; v0) �DIST (w; v). We have also v0 62 [[L1 _ ::: _ Ln]], thus v0 2 [[:L1 ^ ::: ^ :Ln]]. Byhypothesis, we have w 2 [[L1 _ ::: _ Ln]]. In particular, we can consider thatw 2 [[L1]]. So atm(L1) 2 DIST (w; v0). Let's take now the interpretation v00such that DIST (v0; v00) = atm(L1). In other words, v0 and v00 di�er only inL1 and DIST (w; v00) � DIST (w; v0). We will prove now that v00 2 [[C]] whichpermits to conclude that v0 62 w �pma [[C]]. For every clause in C, if it does notcontain atm(L1) then v00 is a model for it, it is also a model if the clause is ofthe form L1_ :::. If the clause is of the form :L1_R, where R is a disjunctionof literals not containing L1 then because of the structure of C, the clauses(L2 _ ::: _ Ln _ R) 2 C. This implies that v0 2 [[R]]. v0 and v00 di�er only byL1, and R does not contain L1, hence v00 2 [[R]], too. Thus v00 2 [[C]].From right to left. Let v 2 w �pma [[C]]. If v 2 [[L1 _ ::: _ Ln]] then v 2 w �pma[[(L1 _ ::: _ Ln) [ C]]. Suppose that v 62 [[L1 _ :::_ Ln]]. Let v0 be the interpre-tation such that DIST (v; v0) = atm(L1), thus we have v0 2 [[L1 _ ::: _ Ln]]and DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v). For every clause in C, if it doesn't containatm(L1) or it is of the form L1 _ ::: then v0 is a model for it. If it is of theform :L1 _R then like above C contains clauses of the form L2 _ :::_Ln _R.By hypothesis v 2 [[C]]. Hence v 2 [[R]] and because R does not contain L1 wehave v0 2 [[R]]. Thus v0 2 [[C]], which implies that v 62 w �pma [[C]]. 2Theorem 22 Let PI(A) be a covering set of prime implicates of A. Let C1be the set of clauses of PI(A) true in w, and let C2 = PI(A)nC1. Thenatm(C2) = [v2w�pma[[A]]DIST (w; v)PROOF. Note that EXC(A) = atm(C2).From left to right. Let p 2 atm(C2) then 9 c 2 C2 such thatp 2 atm(c); and by hypothesis w 2 [[:c]]; (1)17



We must prove that 9 v 2 w �pma [[A]] such that p 2 DIST (w; v). Suppose thecontrary, then 8v 2 w �pma [[A]]; p 62 DIST (w; v): (2)(1) implies that c$ (p _ c0), w 2 [[:p]] and w 2 [[:c0]].(2) implies that 8v 2 w �pma [[A]]; v 2 [[:p]] and v 2 [[c0]]: (3)Let u 2 [[A]] such that u 2 [[p]] (u exists, Lemma 20) then (3) implies that9v;DIST (w; v) � DIST (w; u),w 2 [[:c0]] and v 2 [[c0]], thus 9 q 2DIST (w; v)such that q causes that v 2 [[c0]] and q 2 DIST (w; u), which implies thatu 2 [[c0]]. Finally we conclude that 8u 2 [[A]] such that u 2 [[p]] we haveu 2 [[c0]]. And for all u 2 [[A]] such that u 2 [[:p]] we have u 2 [[c0]]. Thus8u 2 [[A]]; u 2 [[c0]] which implies that c0 2 C2. Hence by de�nition of C2, p_ c0could not be in C2.From right to left. Let p 2 Sv2w�pma[[A]]DIST (w; v), then 9v 2 w �pma [[A]] suchthat p 2 DIST (w; v). We suppose that w 2 [[:p]], and v 2 [[p]]. We must provethat 9c 2 PI(A) such that p 2 atm(c) and w 2 [[c]] (i.e. c 2 C2).Suppose that there is no clause in PI(A) containing p, so the truth value of Ais independent of that of p, thus for every u 2 [[A]] such that u 2 [[p]] there existsu0 2 [[A]] such that u 2 [[:p]] and DIST (u; u0) = fpg. Which implies that thereexists v0 2 [[A]] such that DIST (v; v0) = fpg, and DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v)which implies that v 62 w �pma [[A]]. Thus there exists c 2 PI(A) such thatp 2 atm(c).It remains to prove that for some c 2 PI(A) containing p, w 2 [[:c]]. Supposethe contrary, i.e. for all c 2 PI(A) containing p, w 2 [[c]]. Let c2 be the conjunc-tion of clauses of PI(A) that are false in w, and let c1 be the conjunction of therest. By Lemma 21, we have w �pma (c1 ^ c2) = w �pma c2. Thus v 2 [[w �pma c2]].Like above, there exists v0 2 [[w �pma c2]], such that DIST (v; v0) = fpg, andDIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v), which contradicts the hypothesis. 2Theorem 23 w �pma [[A]] � w �mce A for all w and A, and there are w and Asuch that w �pma [[A]] 6= w �mceA.PROOF. Let v 2 w �pma [[A]]. Then by Theorem 22 DIST (w; v) � EXC(A),so DIST (w; v)nEXC(A) = ; which implies that v 2 w �mceA. That PMA andMCE are di�erent is shown by Example 13. (It follows also from the inclusionin Lemma 17 and 18 and the non-inclusion in Lemma 19.) 218



Theorem 24 w �mceA � w �wssA for all w and A, and there are w and A suchthat w �mceA 6= w �wss A.PROOF. Let u 2 w �mce A then DIST (w; u) � EXC(A) and we haveEXC(A) � atm(A). Thus u 2 w �wss A.The following example shows the di�erence.Example 25 Suppose w = f:p;:q;:rg and the input A is (:p_ q)^ (q_ r).w �wss A = [[A]] and w �mceA = [[A]]nffp; q;:rg; fp; q; rgg.This ends the proof of the theorem. 25 The status of the KM-postulatesKatsuno and Mendelzon [24] have proposed eight postulates that they claimevery rational update operation should satisfy. They have established that thePMA and FORBUS satisfy all the KM-postulates. In this section we checkeach of these postulates w.r.t. the update operations that we have introduced.For completeness we also prove the results for the PMA and FORBUS thatwere already in [24].We also discuss the plausibility of those postulates that are controversial w.r.t.our o�cial reading of updates. 9In the end of the section we give a characterization result for WSSdep in termsof a set of postulates.5.1 (U1) B �A ! A(U1) stipulates input priority: whatever the content of B is, every updatesatis�es the input. ((U1) has also been called the success postulate.)9 There is a ninth postulate that is only satis�ed by FORBUS and Boutilier'sapproach [1]. We do not discuss it here because it requires total orders, while inthe sequel we shall criticise already the partial order semantical base of the KMframework. 19



This is an uncontroversial postulate. 10Theorem 26 (U1) is satis�ed by every update operation.PROOF. Straightforward. 25.2 (U2) If B ! A then B �A $ B(U2) says that nothing needs to be changed if the input is vacuous in the sensethat it is already among the consequences of the base. (U2) can be decomposedinto two postulates \If B ! A then B ! B � A" and \If B ! A thenB �A ! B".Lemma 27 (U2) is equivalent to(U2.1) B ^ A ! B �A(U2.2) (B ^ A) �A ! BPROOF. If we replace B by B^A in the �rst postulate then we get B^A !B �A. The other way round (U2.1) and B ! A imply that B ! B �A.To prove (U2.2) from the second postulate, it is su�cient to replace B byB ^ A in the latter. The other way round, (U2.2) and B ! A imply thatB �A ! B. 2Theorem 28 (U2.1) is satis�ed by every update operation.PROOF. It su�ces to prove that if w 2 [[A]] then w 2 w � A. Due to theordering strength on the operations that we have established in the previoussection, it is su�cient to prove that FORBUS satis�es (U2.1). Let w 2 [[A]].Then card(DIST (w;w)) = 0 and w �Forbus [[A]] = fwg. 2Theorem 29 (U2.2) is satis�ed exactly by FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD*,MCE.10There are criticisms arguing that input has not necessarily priority over the base.But this means that we are rather speaking about belief base fusion. Clearly suchoperations obey di�erent postulates [26].20



PROOF. Due to the structure of the update operations in order to provethat FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD*, MCE satisfy (U2.2), it is su�cient toprove that MCD* and MCE satisfy (U2.2).Let v 2 [[(B ^A) �MCD* A]], then 9w 2 [[B ^A]] such that v 2 w �mcd* [[A]]. Asw �pma [[A]] = fwg (because DIST (w;w) = ;), we must have w �mcd* [[A]] = fwg.Thus v = w and v 2 [[B]].Now, let v 2 [[(B ^A) �MCE A]], then 9w 2 [[B ^A]] such that v 2 w �mceA. Asw 2 [[A]], we must have EXC(A) = ;, and hence w �mceA = fwg. Thus v = wand v 2 [[B]].To see that the other operations do not satisfy (U2.2), consider the base p andthe input p _ q. We have p � (p _ q) = p _ q, for � = �WSS# or any weakeroperation (in particular, for every dependence relation). 2Corollary 30 (U2) is satis�ed exactly by FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD*,MCE.The instance of (U2) where A is tautologous is uncontroversial:Theorem 31 Every update operator satis�es (U2>) B � > $ B.Discussion. So it is (U2.2) that is controversial, while (U2.1) is not. Weagree with the viewpoints of [2,1,10,9] and others, who have argued that (U2)should be abandoned. Consider the example in the proof of Theorem 29 dis-criminating violation of (U2.2). If we take seriously our hypotheses of Section1.3 then p � (p _ q) cannot be equivalent to p. Indeed, suppose an agent be-lieves p. Suppose lateron he gets sensor information expressed by the formulap_q. Given that time has passed, maintaining belief in p means that the agentprefers to consider that sensing got noisy in an otherwise unchanged world,instead of correct sensing in an evolving world. But it is at least unjusti�edto always make such a hypothesis.To witness, suppose with [2] that p means that a certain coin shows heads, andq that it shows tails, and that the agent perceives that another agent graspsthe coin and tosses it (but without perceiving the outcome). Then clearlyp � (p _ q) should be p _ q, and not p.Our rejection is supported by the discussion on the conditional logic principles(MP) and (CS), that are respectively equivalent to (U2.1) and (U2.2) [34,21].(MP) is generally accepted, while (CS) is rejected by most of the authors[28,31,32]. 21



5.3 (U3) If B and A are consistent, then B �A is consistent.The consistency postulate says that inconsistency of the updated base comesfrom either inconsistency of the original base, or inconsistency of the input.(U3) is uncontroversial.Theorem 32 (U3) is satis�ed by every update operation.PROOF. The proof is straightforward. Note that for WSSdep and WSS#dep itis essential that p 2 dep(p). 25.4 (U4) If B1 $ B2 and A1 $ A2 then B1 �A1 $ B2 �A2.(U4) stipulates that update operations should not be sensitive to the syntac-tical formulation of the belief base and the input. This has been called theprinciple of irrelevance of syntax in [5].It would make no sense to accept that principle for belief bases without ac-cepting it for the input. We nevertheless decompose (U4) into(U4.1) If B1 $ B2 then B1 �A $ B2 �A(U4.2) If A1 $ A2 then B �A1 $ B �A2Theorem 33 (U4.1) is satis�ed by every update operation.PROOF. Suppose B1 $ B2. For all update operations �, belief basesare updated modelwise. Therefore [[B1 �A]] = Sw2[[B1]]w � A and [[B2 �A]] =Sw2[[B2]]w �A. As [[B1]] = [[B2]], [[B1 �A]] and [[B2 �A]] are equal. 2Theorem 34 (U4.2) is satis�ed exactly by FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD*,MCE, WSS#, WSS#dep, MPMA, MPMA�.PROOF. For FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD*, this follows from the fact thatnot the input formula is considered but its set of models. For the rest, thisfollows from the fact that redundant atoms are eliminated from inputs (cf.Section 3.6). 2 22



Discussion. We think that (U4) is a desirable property. Without such arequirement the result of an update is \extremely dependent on the syntacticform of the belief base. Even apparently meaningless distinctions . . . have ane�ect" [6]. For example, the belief bases p ^ q, p ^ p ^ q, and q ^ p couldbe updated di�erently. We refer to e.g. [6] for a detailed critique. The samearguments support syntax-independence in the input.We stress that the syntax-sensitive update operations are so in a weak wayonly, and can be `saved'. Indeed, all approaches satisfy the weaker(U4.20) If A1 $ A2 and atm(A1) = atm(A2) then B �A1 $ B �A2.Now there is a simple way to enforce (U4.2): just put to work Fact 1 andeliminate redundant atoms from the input. This exactly what is done inWSS#, WSS#dep, MPMA�.5.5 (U5) (B �A) ^ C ! B � (A ^ C)The postulate says that an update by A ^ C is weaker than just adding Cto the update by A. In particular suppose B and A ^ C are both consistent.Then B � (A ^ C) is consistent under (U3), while there is no guarantee that(B �A)^C is consistent. (For example take p for B, > for A, and :p for C.)Lemma 35 (U5) is equivalent in the presence of (U1) and (U4) to(U50) B � (A1 _ A2) ! (B �A1) _ (B �A2) 11PROOF. [16, formula 3.14]. First, (U50) entails (U5): B �A1 $ B � ((A1 ^A2) _ (A1 ^ :A2)) by (U4). By (U50),B � ((A1 ^A2) _ (A1 ^ :A2)) ! B � (A1 ^A2) _ B � (A1 ^ :A2). HenceB �A1^A2 ! (B � (A1^A2)^A2)_ (B � (A1^:A2)^A2) by classical logic.Then (U5) follows because B � (A1 ^ :A2) ^A2 is inconsistent due to (U1).In the other sense, we start with a consequence of (U1):B � (A1 _A2) ! B � (A1 _ A2) ^ (A1 _A2). By classical logic,B � (A1 _A2) ! (B � (A1 _A2)^A1)_ (B � (A1 _A2)^A2). Now (U5) givesusB � (A1 _A2) ^A1 ! (B � ((A1 _A2) ^A1), andB � (A1 _ A2) ^ A2 ! (B � ((A1 _ A2) ^A2). By (U4), the consequences ofthe �rst material implication becomes B �A1, and that of the second B �A2.Putting things together, we obtain B � (A1 _A2) ! B �A1 _B �A2. 211 (U50) is the counterpart of the conditional logic axiom \conjunction in the an-tecedent" (CA) [34,21]. 23



Although it is claimed in [39] that MCD and MCE satisfy (U5), this is notthe case. Indeed, the following example shows that MCD violates (U50).Example 36 Suppose MCD satis�es (U50). Then we should have f:p;:qg�mcd[[(p _ q)]] � (f:p;:qg �mcd [[p]]) [ (f:p;:qg �mcd [[q]]). We have seen thatf:p;:qg �mcd [[(p _ q)]] = [[p _ q]], and it is easy to check that (f:p;:qg �mcd[[p]]) = [[p ^ :q]] and (f:p;:qg �mcd [[q]]) = [[:p ^ q]]. Then by the above weobtain p _ q ! (p ^ :q) _ (:p ^ q), which is not valid.The same example shows that MCE also violates (U5). The same is the casefor WSS, WSS#, WSSdep, WSS#dep, MPMA, MPMA�.Theorem 37 Only FORBUS and PMA satisfy (U5).PROOF. The above example has already demonstrated that the other ap-proaches do not satisfy (U5).We prove that the PMA satis�es (U5). Let v 2 [[B �PMA A ^ C]] then thereexists w 2 [[B]] such that v 2 w �pma [[A]]\ [[C]]. Suppose that v 62 w �pma [[A^ C]]then there exists v0 2 w �pma [[A^ C]] such that DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v).This contradicts that v 2 w �pma [[A]].A similar proof can be sketched for FORBUS. 2Discussion. We start with an innocent-looking consequence of (U5). 12Lemma 38 ([22]) (U1) and (U5) entail(Exor) If B �A1 ! :A2 and B �A2 ! :A1 then B � (A1 _A2) ! A1�A2.PROOF. Suppose that B �A1 ! :A2, and B �A2 ! :A1. By (U50) (whichfollows from (U1) and (U5)),B�(A1_A2) ! B�A1_B�A2. By (U1),B�A1 !A1 and by hypothesis B �A1 ! :A2. Thus B �A1 ! A1^:A2. SymmetricallyB �A2 ! A2^:A1. Finally we have B � (A1_A2)! (A1^:A2)_ (A2^:A1),which is equivalent to B � (A1 _A2)! A1 �A2. 2The condition of (Exor) expresses that A1 and A2 are in some sense indepen-dent of each other.12The link between (U5) and the property (Exor) of the lemma had not been noticedbefore [22], and e.g. [39] claim that MCD satis�es (U1) and (U5) while avoiding anexclusive interpretation of the inclusive or.24



(Exor) is undesirable under the hypotheses of Section 1. To witness, considerthe case where B ! :A2 and B ! :A1. Then independence corresponds tothe preservation of :A2 under update by A1 (and vice versa), i.e. A1 does notundermine the belief that :A2. According to (Exor), an update by the inclusivedisjunction always leads to the exclusive disjunction. But why should newinformation about an event such that A1 _A2 make us exclude that A1 ^A2?There seems to be no reason for that. This is illustrated by an adaptation ofReiter's example against the PMA (which is an instance of example 36).Example 39 Suppose you throw a coin on a chessboard. Suppose Black means\the coin falls on a black �eld", and White \the coin falls on a white �eld".The coin might fall either on a black �eld, or on a white �eld, or on both ofthem. Initially we hold the coin, i.e. B is :Black ^:White. If we observe thatthe coin falls on a white �eld we should keep on believing that :Black, and viceversa. This means that B � Black ! :White, and B �White ! :Black. Nowsuppose that (due to our distance to the chessboard or the observation angle)we can only see that the coin fell down, without perceiving its position. Thiscorresponds to an update with Black _White. (Exor) tells us that we shouldhave B � (Black _White)! Black�White, i.e. the coin cannot touch a blackand a white �eld at the same time. This is clearly unintuitive.As (U1) is uncontroversial, (U5) is the culprit and must be declared undesir-able.Remark 40 Circumscription and other minimization-based approaches be-have in the same way [12]. We note that this does not mean that (U5) andthe exclusive interpretation of disjunctions must be abandoned in the contextof belief base revision and also nonmonotonic reasoning. 135.6 (U6) If (B �A1)! A2 and (B �A2)! A1 then B �A1 $ B �A2.This means that if A1 and A2 are `equivalent under B' then they lead to thesame update. 14Lemma 41 ([21]) (U6) is equivalent in the presence of (U1) and (U5) to(U60) If B �A1 ! A2 then B � (A1 ^A2) ! B �A1.PROOF. First (U60) entails (U6): suppose we have B �A1 ! A2. By (U60)we have B�(A1^A2) ! B�A1. Suppose now that we have B�A2 ! A1. By13Thanks to David Makinson for an enlightening discussion on that point.14 (U6) corresponds to the well-known conditional logic principle (CSO) [34,21].25



(U5) we obtain (B�A2)^A1 ! B�(A1^A2). Hence B�A2 ! B�(A1^A2).Thus (B �A2) ! B �A1. By symmetry we obtain B �A1 ! B �A2.In the other sense, by (U1) we have B � (A1 ^ A2) ! A1 ^ A2. HenceB � (A1^A2) ! A1. By hypothesis, we have B �A1 ! A2. Hence B �A1 !A1 ^ A2. Then (U6) implies B �A1 $ B � (A1 ^A2). 2The preceding proof that (U6) entails (U60) shows that (U6) entails (U2) inthe presence of (U2>): B � > $ B and (U1). As well (U6) implies (U4.2) inthe presence of (U1).Theorem 42 Only FORBUS, PMA, MCD, MCD* and MCE satisfy (U6). 15PROOF. Suppose that the PMA does not satisfy the postulate, and supposethen there exists v 2 [[B �PMA A1]] such that v 62 [[B �PMA A2]]. But by hypothe-sis v 2 [[A2]]. This implies that 9w 2 [[B]] such that v 2 w�pma[[A1]], and in partic-ular v 62 w �pma [[A2]] so there exists v0 2 w �pma [[A2]], DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v)and we have v0 2 [[A1]] by hypothesis, which contradicts that v 2 w �pma [[A1]].For MCD, suppose idem that v 2 w �mcd [[A1]], and v 62 w �mcd [[A2]]. Thereare two cases. For v 2 w �pma [[A1]], we have v 2 w �pma [[A2]] and so v 2w �mcd [[A2]]. If it is not the case then there exists v1; :::; vn 2 w �pma [[A1]] suchthat DIST (w; vi) � DIST (w; v) for all i and for all v0 2 [[A1]] such thatDIST (w; vi) � DIST (w; v0) for all i, we have DIST (w; v0) 6� DIST (w; v).Now, by hypothesis v1; :::; vn; v 2 [[A2]], v1; :::; vn 2 w �pma [[A2]] (because thePMA satis�es (U6)), and v 62 w �mcd [[A2]]. Then 9v0 2 w �mcd [[A2]] as v aboveexcept that DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v). As v0 2 [[A1]] by hypothesis, thisimplies that v 62 w �mcd [[A1]] [39].ForMCD*, we prove that by induction on the number of steps in the recursivede�nition of w �mcd* [[A]]. The base is proved by MCD. Suppose now that untilstep p, (U6) is satis�ed. Hence, we have v 2 w �mcd* [[A1]] at step p+1, and thereexists v1; :::; vn 2 w �mcd* [[A1]] at step p such that DIST (w; vi) � DIST (w; v)for all i and for all v0 such that DIST (w; vi) � DIST (w; v0) for all i, wehave DIST (w; v0) 6� DIST (w; v). Now, by hypothesis v1; :::; vn; v 2 [[A2]],v1; :::; vn 2 w �mcd* [[A2]] (because MCD* satis�es (U6) at step p). Then v 2w �mcd* [[A2]] (because, if it is not the case then there exists v0 2 w �mcd* [[A2]] asv above except that DIST (w; v0) � DIST (w; v). As v0 2 [[A1]] by hypothesis,this implies that v 62 w �mcd* [[A1]]).ForMCE, the proof follows from Theorem 22: let v 2 [[B �MCE A1]]. This impliesthat there is w 2 [[B]] such that v 2 w �mceA1. HenceDIST (w; v)nEXC(A1) =15 In [40] only a weaker variant of (U6) is proved to hold for MCE.26



;. where EXC(A1) represents the set of exceptions w.r.t. w and A1. Supposew �mce A1 � [[A2]], and w �mce A2 � [[A1]]. Because w �pma [[A1]] � w �mce [[A1]],w �pma [[A2]] � w �mce A2 and the PMA satis�es (U6) then w �pma [[A1]] = w �pma[[A2]]. By Theorem 22, EXC(A1) = Sv2w�pma[[A1]]DIST (w; v). This implies thatEXC(A1) = EXC(A2). By hypothesis v 2 [[A2]], and DIST (w; v)nEXC(A2)= ; which implies that v 2 w �mce A2. Hence v 2 [[B �MCE A2]].WSS, WSS#, WSSdep, WSS#dep, MPMA and MPMA� do not satisfy (U6) be-cause they do not satisfy (U2). (We recall that all these operations satisfy(U1) and (U2>), and that we have shown in the begining of the section thatan update operator satisfying (U1), (U2>) and (U6) also satis�es (U2).) 2Discussion. (U6) entails (U2) in the presence of (U2>) [21]. As (U2>) isuncontroversial, our criticism of (U2) transfers to (U6).5.7 (U7) If B is complete then (B �A1) ^ (B �A2) ! B � (A1 _A2)A formula B is complete i� for every formula A, either B ! A or B ! :A.Therefore (U7) makes sense only if the language is �nite.Without (U7) the postulates would not completely characterize the modelsgiven by Katsuno and Mendelzon. This is probably the raison d'être of thispostulate, which is di�cult to explain intuitively.Theorem 43 (U7) is satis�ed exactly by FORBUS, PMA, WSS and WSSdep.PROOF. For FORBUS, let u 2 w �Forbus [[A1]] \ w �Forbus [[A2]]. This impliesfor every v 2 [[A1]], card(DIST (w; v)) � card(DIST (w; u)) and for everyv 2 [[A2]]; card(DIST (w; v)) � card(DIST (w; u)). Thus for every v 2 [[A2]] [[[A2]] = [[A1 _A2]]; card(DIST (w; v)) � card(DIST (w; u)), which impliesthat u 2 w �Forbus [[A1 _ A2]].For PMA, let u 2 w �pma [[A1]] \ w �pma [[A2]] which implies for every v 2[[A1]]; DIST (w; v) 6� DIST (w; u) and for every v 2 [[A2]]; DIST (w; v) 6�DIST (w; u). Thus for every v 2 [[A2]] [ [[A2]] = [[A1 _ A2]]; DIST (w; v) 6�DIST (w; u), which implies that u 2 w �pma [[A1 _A2]].For WSS and WSSdep the proofs follows from the fact that atm(A1 _ A2) =atm(A1) [ atm(A2).The rest of the update operations does not satisfy (U7). The following example27



is a counterexample for MCD and MCD*. 16Example 44 Suppose that [[A1]] = ffp; q;:rg; fp;:q; rg; fp; q; rgg, [[A2]] =ffp;:q;:rg; f:p; q;:rg; fp; q; rgg and w = f:p;:q;:rg. fp; q; rg 2 w �mcd[[A1]] \ w �mcd [[A2]] and w �mcd [[A1 _A2]] = ffp;:q;:rg; f:p; q;:rg; fp; q;:rgg.We have the same result for MCD*.The following example is a counterexample for MCE.Example 45 Suppose that [[A1]] = ffp;:q;:rg; f:p; q; rg; fp; q; rgg, [[A2]] =ff:p; q;:rg; fp;:q; rg; fp; q; rgg and w = f:p;:q;:rg. fp; q; rg 2 w�mce[[A1]]\w �mce [[A2]] and w �mce [[A1 _A2]] = ffp;:q;:rg; f:p; q;:rgg.The following example is a counterexample for WSS#, WSS#dep, MPMA�.Example 46 Suppose that w = f:p;:qg. w �wss# (p _ q)\w �wss# (:p _ :q) =ff:p; qg; fp;:qgg. w �wss# (p _ q _ :p _ :q) = w �wss# > = w.This ends the proof of the theorem. 2Discussion. We claim that (U7) is almost meaningless: to consider completebelief bases does not 'give' us very much, because even for �nite languagesbelief bases are in general incomplete, in the sense that they do not completelydescribe the actual world, but rather several possible ones.5.8 (U8) (B1 _B2) �A $ (B1 �A) _ (B2 �A)(U8) is the postulate corresponding to modelwise updating, which is at thebase of the standard explanation of updates.(U8) is uncontroversial.Theorem 47 (U8) is satis�ed by every update operation.PROOF. By de�nition of an update. 216This contradicts [39], where it is said that MCE satis�es (U7).28



5.9 From postulates to characterization theoremsBeyond property checking, one might ask whether it is possible to exactlycharacterize the di�erent operations by identifying further postulates. Theonly operations for which this has been done are those of WSSdep (of whichWSS is a particular case). 17Theorem 48 (Characterization of WSSdep [22]) 18 Suppose given a de-pendence relation dep and an update operation �. Then � is the WSSdepoperator i� � satis�es (U1), (U2.1), (U4.1), (U8), and(NI1) (B1 ^ B2) �A $ B1 ^ (B2 �A) if dep(A) \ atm(B1) = ;(NI2) A! (B �A) if atm(B) � dep(A) and B is consistent(NI1) and (NI2) are new postulates that are parametrized by dependence. Wenote that language �niteness is not required for our axiomatization. Note alsothat (U2>) follows from (NI1) and (NI2).It has been shown that the above characterization can be turned in a decisionprocedure [22].6 The problem of disjunctive inputIn the preceding section we have already pointed out that (U5) is closely re-lated to an undesirable exclusive interpretation of the inclusive disjunction. 19As the PMA and FORBUS satisfy all the KM-postulates they are immediatelysubject to our criticism. This can be illustrated by Example 39.The other approaches have all been designed in a way such that (Exor) isavoided. In the rest of the section we show that failure of (U5) and (Exor) isnot enough to guarantee correct handling of disjunctive input, and that MCD,17There is a characterization of the PMA in [14], but only in terms of conditionallogic.18We have corrected an error in [22]: the equivalence in (NI1) is an implicationthere.19We can even strengthen Lemma 38, establishing that under its independencehypotheses and (U1), (U5) and (U6), updates by inclusive disjunctions behave justas updates by exclusive disjunctions, in the sense thatB�(A1_A2) $ B�(A1�A2).(From Lemma 38 we obtain B�(A1_A2) ! A1�A2. Now by (U1) B�(A1�A2)!(A1 � A2). By classical logic, B � (A1 � A2) ! (A1 _ A2). Then (U6) says thatB � (A1 _ A2) $ B � (A1 � A2).) 29



MCD* and MCE fail to capture the intuitions that have been put forward.The arguments are in terms of toy examples. WSS and its relatives WSS#,WSS#dep and MPMA� give the intuitive result at least for these examples.6.1 A counterexample against MCDMCD handles Reiter's Example 6 correctly. But consider Example 7 wherew = f:p;:q;:r;:sg and [[A]] = [[(p _ q) ^ ((p ^ q)! (r _ s))]]. Suppose thatyou hold a coin with two hands, and you read p as `my left hand is open', qas `my right hand is open', r as `the coin falls in a white �eld', and s as `thecoin falls in a black �eld'. According to the MCD, the result is equivalent to((p � q) ^ :r ^ :s) _ (p ^ q ^ (r � s))The interpretation fp; q; r; sg is not a model of the updated belief base. Hencethe coin cannot touch a black and a white �eld at the same time, which isclearly counterintuitive. Thus the MCD interprets the nested inclusive dis-junction r _ s by the exclusive one r � s.This example motivated the introduction of MCD* in [22].6.2 A counterexample against MCD* and MCESuppose we have to move a box around in a warehouse with two oors. Supposethat p means \the box is in the bottom of the warehouse", q means \the boxis in the second oor", and r means \the box is on the right side". Supposeinitially the box is on the left side of the front region, on the �rst oor, i.e.the belief base is f:p;:q;:rg. Now suppose we ask a robot to put the boxsomewhere else in the warehouse, but not in the bottom of the �rst oor. Thismeans that the box should be moved either on the second oor or in the frontof the right �rst oor side, i.e. the input is (:p^ r)_ q. Then we would expectthe result (:p ^ r) _ q. Example 25 shows that w.r.t. MCE it is prohibitedthat robot puts the box in the bottom of the second oor, while he could putit on the right side of the second oor! In the two cases the robot will makethe same 'steps' in the sense of area change. Why one is preferred over theother? In the case of the PMA and FORBUS, the robot would go right or goup. This corresponds to the fact that in these approaches the 'steps' the robotmakes are minimized.MCD and MCD* behave as MCE.30



7 The problem of handling integrity constraintsIntegrity constraints are formulas that have a particular status: they must beguaranteed to hold after every update. Update operations should take intoaccount such constraints.We view integrity constraints as a �nite set of formulas IC which can beconfused with the conjunction of its elements, just as in the case of beliefbases. Formally, what we are interested in are update operations �IC such thatB �IC A! IC.It has often been proposed (see e.g. [37,23]) to de�ne the update B �IC A asB � (A^ IC), for an appropriate update operation �. This amounts to selectingthe closest models of A^ IC. By means of the following counterexample it hasbeen shown by Ginsberg (see e.g. [30]) that such a proposal is problematic inparticular if � is the PMA update operator: let Up1 mean `switch 1 is up', Up2`switch 2 is up', and Light `the light is on'. Suppose there is a circuit such thatthe light is on exactly when both switches are in the same position. Hence theintegrity constraint is IC = (Up1 $ Up2)$ Light . Let B be Up1^Up2^Light.Then one would expect that B � (:Up1 ^ IC) ! :Light . As well, we wouldexpect B � (:Up1 ^ IC)! Up2, i.e. the second switch does not move. It turnsout that neither is the case in the PMA, MCE, MCD*, MCD*, WSS, WSS#.In this section we concentrate on approaches that have been designed to cor-rectly handle such constraints, viz.WSSdep and MPMA�. Both of them resortto causal notions. Indeed, one story to learn from Lifschitz' counterexam-ple above is that there are aspects of the domain structure which cannot beexpressed by classical integrity constraints. In [30], Lifschitz proposes to dis-tinguish between frame and non-frame atoms. We can recast his solution interms of a boolean dependence function. E.g. the atom Light is dependent,and this means that it is a secondary atom whose value is de�ned by primaryatoms such as Up1 and Up2.Thielscher [35] has given a counterexample showing that such a categorizationis too simple. Basically, his argument is that in particular circumstances, everyatom can be forced to be dependent. He proposes a solution in the frameworkof reasoning about actions. It is in terms of a dependence function mappingatoms to sets of atoms. (He uses the term inuence relation.) In the example,Light 2 dep(Up1), but Up2 62 dep(Up1). Hence Light depends on Up1, butUp2 does not depend on Up1: the update of any belief base by Up1 or :Up1can never change the truth value of Up2.MPMA� is close to Thielscher's approach. Here the integrity constraints arenot conjoined with the input, and thus no minimization is applied to them.31



Instead, they are used to restrict the models of the update:B �MPMA�;IC A = (B �MPMA� A) ^ IC ^ T (CR)where T (CR) denotes the formula Vni=1(Ai ! Ci) where Ai � Ci are thecausal rules. 20Example 49 Let (Up1 $ Up2) � Light and :(Up1 $ Up2) � :Lightbe the causal rules. fUp1;Up2;Lightg �mpma� :Up1 = ff:Up1;Up2;Lightg ,f:Up1;Up2;:Lightgg.The handling of integrity constraints in WSS#dep is similar to that inMPMA�. It has been sketched in the framework of conditionals in [13,20].Formally, given a set of integrity constraints IC and a dependence functiondep, we have B �WSS#dep;IC A = (B �WSS#dep A) ^ ICExample 50 Let dep(Up1) = fUp1;Lightg, dep(Up2) = fUp2;Lightg, anddep(Light) = fLight;Up1;Up2g. We have now fUp1;Up2;Lightg�wss#dep:Up1 =ff:Up1;Up2;Lightg; f:Up1;Up2;:Lightgg.Integrity constraints are then taken into account by dropping from �wss#dep and�mpma� those interpretations which violate IC. In this way Light follows from theupdated belief base of the two examples if we simply drop the interpretationf:Up1;Up2;Lightg.It remains to illustrate the di�erences between WSS#dep, and MPMA�: �rst,the dependence function is a sort of weak causal connection, while inMPMA�the causal connection is a strong one. Dependence is a function which mapsan atom to a set of atoms, while in MPMA� the causal connection is be-tween formulas. We can also remark that the causal connection in MPMA�is transitive in the sense that the causal rules fA � B;B � Cg and fA �B;B � C;A� Cg lead to the same update operation. This is not the case inWSS#dep, due to the weak character of the causal connection.All these di�erences make a formal comparison di�cult.8 Other approachesThe approaches presented in this section are not in the tradition of thosepresented in section 3. We discuss them now in order to complete the picture20The original de�nition in [9] is slightly di�erent but equivalent.32



and conclude that our criticisms of the KM-postulates also apply to them.The �rst approach is that of Boutilier in [1] in the framework of propositionalknowledge base update. The basic idea of his work is to combine revisionand update, providing a more realistic characterization of belief change. Anincoming information about a change in the world can lead an agent to revisehis prior beliefs before updating it. Boutilier presents a general model forupdate taking into account such considerations. The framework is based onthe notions of ranking, event and transition.What we are interested in is the relationship between his model and thatof KM. In fact, his operator satis�es in the general case (U1), (U4), (U6),(U7) and (U9). But we have rejected (U6): we have seen in section 5 that(U6) implies (U60) under (U1), which in turn implies (U2) under (U2>). AsBoutilier rejects (U2) he thus rejects (U2>). This is due to his hypothesis thatthe input do not correspond necessarily to event. But this contradicts ourhypotheses of section 1.3.The same criticisms apply to Del Val and Shoham in [7]. They propose atheory of update using the situation calculus in which frame and rami�cationproblems can be solved in a systematic way by default persistence of facts.They provide a relation between their approach and the KM-postulates, andprove that their construction satis�es (U1), (U3), (U5), (U6) and (U8). Theundesirability of their operator is enforced by the presence of (U5) and (U6).Another framework far from the ones we have described was proposed byReiter in [33], using the situation calculus and theories of actions to performupdate.9 Summary and conclusionHere we collect the main results of the paper.(1) We have given an exhaustive analysis of the comparative strength ofupdate operators that have been proposed in the literature (Section 4).The graph of Figure 1 illustrates that, where the upper operations arethe stronger ones.(2) We have checked satisfaction of the KM postulates. The results of Section5 are put together in table 2.The postulates (U1), (U3), and (U8) are uncontroversial. 21 The other21We note that there are criticisms of (U3) as in [1,10]. They have mainly to dowith the fact that logically consistent inputs can be inconsistent with the domainlaws | see our reformulation of (U3) below.33
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FORBUSPMA MCDMCD*WSS#MCEMPMA� WSSWSS#dep WSSdepFig. 1. Ordering of strength (Section 4)postulates are violated by most of the operations.(3) We have carefully discussed the plausibility of the controversial postu-lates. We have argued that (U4) is desirable, while (U2), (U5), and (U6)are not, and that (U7) is without importance. We have also shown how(U4) can be enforced in a simple way.In the KM framework, (U5) and (U6) are crucial if we want to givesemantics to update operations in terms of partial preorders on interpre-tations. Given our critical examination of these postulates, this meansthe other way round that we cannot resort to such devices any longerwhen we look for semantics of update operations.(4) We have thoroughly investigated updates with disjunctive input. We haveshown in Section 5 that it is (U5) which unintuitively makes inclusivedisjunctions behave just as exclusive ones. We have gone beyond that inSection 6 and have shown by counterexamples that the operations MCD,MCD*, and MCE, while not satisfying (U5) still have that unintuitivefeature, and therefore fail to do the job they were designed for. Henceonly WSS#, WSS#dep, MPMA, and MPMA� correctly handle disjunctiveinput.(5) We have characterized one of the approaches WSS#dep by a complete setof postulates. 34



Table 1Satisfaction of the KM-postulates (Section 5)(U1) (U2) (U3) (U4) (U5) (U6) (U7) (U8)FORBUS y y y y y y y yPMA y y y y y y y yMCD y y y y n y n yMCD* y y y y n y n yWSS y n y n n n y yWSS# y n y y n n n yMCE y y y y n y n yWSSdep y n y n n n y yWSS#dep y n y y n n n yMPMA� y n y y n n n y(6) Our last contribution is an account of integrity constraints handling. OnlyWSS#dep and WSSdep of [22] and MPMA� of [9] resist to Lifschitz' toyexample. These two approaches are based on dependence or causalityinformation, and it seems that one cannot do without such devices.Let us add here that a realistic set of update postulates should take intoaccount integrity constraints. This can be done in a straightforward way byadding a further postulate (U0IC) and adapting those postulates appealing toconsistence.Putting together our results on the plausibility of the KM postulates and ourremark on integrity constraints we obtain our o�cial set of postulates.(U0IC) B �A ! IC(U1) B �A ! A(U2.1) B ^A ! B �A(U2>) B � > $ B(U3IC) If B and A are consistent with IC, then B �A is consistent with IC(U4.1) If B1 $ B2 then B1 �A $ B2 �A(U4.2) If A1 $ A2 then B �A1 $ B �A2(U8) (B1 _B2) �A $ (B1 �A) _ (B2 �A)It is di�cult to give the form of postulates to the other requirement that weadvocate, viz. that inclusive input should not be interpreted exclusively.Among the ten update operations that we have presented, only WSS#dep andMPMA� have shown to ful�l the requirements and resist to all the counterex-35



amples. The simplicity of WSS#dep and the fact that it is coNP-complete makeus think that it is the most promising approach for further investigations.Finally, it remains to notice that the laws we consider are static in the sensethat they rule only one state of a�airs. We agree with Reiter [33] that dynamiclaws which rule at least two states of a�airs are an important issue. We haveproposed in previous work to handle such constraints by using a conditionaloperator [13]. Recent results on the interaction between updates and condi-tionals support such an approach [4,34,21]. But this is beyond the scope ofthe present paper.References[1] C. Boutilier, Generalised update: belief change in dynamic settings, in: Proc.IJCAI'95 (1995) 1550{1556.[2] G. Brewka and J. Herzberg, How to do things with worlds: on formalizingactions and plans, J. of Logic and Computation 3 (5) (1993) 517{532.[3] F. M. Brown, Boolean Reasoning, Kluwer Academic Publishers (1990).[4] G. Crocco and A. Herzig, The Ramsey Test as an inference rule, in: P.Weingartner, G. Schurz, and G. Dorn, editors, The Role of Pragmatics inContemporary Philosophy: Contributions of the Austrian Ludwig WittgensteinSociety, Kirchberg, Austrian Ludwig Wittgenstein Society (1997).[5] M. Dalal, Investigations into a theory of knowledge base revision: preliminaryreport, in: Proc. AAAI'88 (1988) 475{479.[6] A. Del Val, Non monotonic reasoning and belief revision: syntactic, semantic,foundational, and coherence approaches, in: J. of Applied Non-classical Logics(JANCL) 7 (2) (1997) 213{240.[7] A. Del Val and Y. Shoham, Deriving properties of belief update from theoriesof action, J. of Logic, Language and Information 3 (2) (1994) 81{119.[8] A. Del Val and Y. Shoham, A uni�ed view of belief revision and update, J. ofLogic and Computation 4 (5) (1994) 797{810.[9] P. Doherty, W. Lukaszewicz, and E. Madali�nska-Bugaj, The PMA andrelativizing change for action update, in: Proc. KR'98 (1998) 258{269.[10] D. Dubois, F. Dupin de Saint-Cyr, and H. Prade, Update postulates withoutinertia, in: C. Froidevaux and J. Kohlas, editors, (Proc. ECSQARU-95) SpringerVerlag, Series = Lecture Notes in Arti�cial Intelligence 946 (1995) 162{170.[11] T. Eiter and G. Gottlob. On the complexity of propositional knowledge baserevision, updates, and counterfactuals, in: Artif. Intell. 57 (1992) 227{270.36
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